We develop a theory of representations of a locally trivial C r groupoid, Z, on a C r fiber bundle, E (with fiber Y, Lie group G, and base space M -the set of units of Z).
A covariant functor, A, is defined, sending E into a locally trivial C r groupoid A(E) = the groupoid of admissible maps between fibers of E, with a natural C r structure. A C r bundle map h:E~-^E / is sent into a C r isomorphism A
(h):A(E)-> A(E f
. Properties of the functor A are studied. A C r representation of Z on E is defined as a C r homomorphism p: Z~>A (E) . Let Z ee be the group of elements in Z with e as the left and right unit. We obtain the important result that a C r homomorphism ρ e : Z ββ -*A(E e ) has an (essentially) unique extension to a O representation of Z on a C r fiber bundle E f , where E' is determined hγ Z and p e . This leads to interesting applications in differential geometry. The representations of L k , the (locally trivial C°°) groupoid of invertible &-jets of C 03 maps of a C°° manifold, M, into itself, provide (but are not the same as) natural fiber bundles of order k in the sense of Nijenhuis. The correspondence obtained in 4.93 and 4. 94 between transitive C r representations of Z and closed subgroups of Z ee is related to the classification of geometric objects for Z = L k and to the classification of covering spaces for Z -the fundamental groupoid.
In § 5 we discuss some examples-the universal covering groupoid of Z, and the fundamental groupoid.
Locally trivial C r groupoids are as defined in |2], except that we deal only with sets in the usual sense, and our groupoids are always transitive, i.e. groupoids in the sense of Brandt. We find it useful to introduce the notion of a C r coordinate groupoid in § 2, and show that locally trivial C r groupoids arise from C r coordinate groupoids like fiber bundles arise from coordinate bundles.
In § 1 we give a definition for a groupoid which is somewhat more elaborate than the usual one 7 but it introduces the notation used throughout the paper and it includes some essential properties of groupoids.
1. A groupoid, Z over M (in the sense of Brandt), consists of the following:
1.1. A set, Z, with a distinguished subset, M, called the set of
We introduce the following notation:
Z qp = (I x r)"" 1^, p) and Z B = (ί x r)-\B) for JB £ Λf x Λf. The subscripts on # gp e Z mean that I x r(0 ff3 ,) -(q, p) = (Ze/ί mi of <P ff3) , rifirλi wί of Φ qp ). We require that I x r(g) = (#, q) for qe M, and will sometimes write l w for g. 
We establish the following notation. 1.45, Unless otherwise indicated, the r in C r may be any integer Ξ^l, or co ? or ft) (for the analytic case), but is fixed throughout the discussion.
A C r coordinate bundle, E consists of a Lie group G (the group of E) acting effectively on a C r manifold Y (the fiber of E), so that the evaluation map Gx Γ^ΓisaC r map, and a projection π: E->M sending the total space of E (also called E) onto the C r manifold M (the base space of E), and an indexed set of coordinate functions φf. Vj x Y-*E Vj -π~~\V 3 ) as in [9, pp. 7 and 8] 
) the composition (*):D->Z and inverse ( -1):Z-^Z are C r maps. The function (g, p) -> cc{q) * {β{p))~\ for a,βeΣ e is a C r local section in I x
Proof. The result that (•) and ( -1) are C r maps follows from the corresponding properties of the Lie group Z ee , using the C aβ maps.
Conversely, given a LTC r groupoid Z over M and a point eeM, we obtain a C r coordinate groupoid (Z, Σ e ). We define 2.7. Σ e -the set of local C r sections in I: Z MXe~+ M, regarding Z MXe as a closed submanifold in Z. Z ee has a natural Lie group structure (see [5] 
(h): A(E) -> A(E'); A(h)(Φ qp ) -h q oφ qp oh~\
We summarize some properties of the functor A below.
3.21. If E = £"', except that the group G" of E" is a Lie subgroup of G, then the identity map h: E" -> E defines the inclusion Let Z 7 denote the C r fiber bundle with projection i, total space Z f -^X e , group G acting on G by left composition, and coordinate functions a x J.
The following theorem is easily verified.
THEOREM. Left composition by Φ gp eZ is an admissible map L(Φ qv ):{Z I ) p -^(Z I ) qi and L: Z
It is interesting to note that the principal bundles obtained for different choices of the isomorphism, I, may not be fiber bundle equivalent (see 4.41).
THEOREM. Suppose the admissible map i: Y-*E e induces the isomorphism I:G-> A ee (E). Then there is a natural C r bundle map (right composition by i) R^ A Σ (E) -> P(E).

4.
A homomorphism p; Z-+Z' induces a locally trivial C r structure in Z f under certain conditions. This idea is made precise in the following theorem. 
(E). h is called weakly admissible if and only if A(h) sends A(E) into A{E r ). We remark that if h is weakly admissible then 4.31. A(h): A(E) -> A(E'
) is a groupoid isomorphism. 4.32. h e : E e -> E' β is admissible implies that h p is admissible for all peM.
Bundle maps are related to groupoid isomorphism in the following theorem. Let Y -C n and G = U(n) -the n x n unitary matrices. Then the fiber bundle, E over {e}, may be regarded as an ^-dimensional Hubert space, and a C r representation of Z on E as a unitary representation. If E' is another C r fiber bundle over {β}, with group U(n) and fiber C n , then h: E-+ E f is admissible if and only if h is a unitary map of E onto £" (regarding E and ϋ?' as Hubert spaces). Hence a representation equivalence is a unitary equivalence in the usual sense. We note that an antilinear map is weakly admissible, so a representation of Z on E is weakly equivalent to its dual. Accordingly, the group G of the bundle plays an important role in the representation theory, in determining the nature of the representations allowed, and in the equivalence of the representations.
THEOREM. If h e : E e~-~* E[ is admissible (resp. weakly admissible) and A(h e ) extends to a C r isomorphism H: A(E) -» A(E'), then h e has a unique extension to a
Returning to the general case, let p and p r be C r representations of Z on E and Έ ? respectively. The restrictions of p and ρ f to Z( denoted by p e and p' e respectively) define representations on E e and E[ respectively.
The following result shows that p is essentially determined by p e . representation of Z on E", then by 4.6 p" ~ p', and by 4.5 E' and E" are equivalent as C r fiber bundles. We next present an example relating groupoid representations to the notion of "natural fiber bundles of order k" introduced by Nijenhuis.
4.72. EXAMPLE. Let P k = P k (M) be the bundle of ^-frames on a C°° manifold, M, as defined in [4] , Then there is a natural map
, where L k = the groupoid of invertible k-jets of C°° maps of M into itself. We give L the unique LTC r structure such that L"
defines a reduction of the group of E. If we assume the group of E has been reduced so that ρ(L k ) = A(E) and ignore the LTC r structure on L k , then p may be regarded as a natural fiber bundle of order k as defined by Nijenhuis in [7] . The author feels that in view of the results obtained in this paper and the motivation given in [7] for defining "natural bundles", that a natural fiber bundle of order k should be defined as a C r representation of L k . Next, we examine equivalences and weak equivalences of representations from another point of view. Assuming M is connected, Π(M) = Π is the fundamental groupoid for M, with the natural composition of curves and LTC r structure. Π ee is the (discrete) fundamental group at e, usually written π^M, e), and I: Π MXe ->M is a universal covering of M.
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We obtain a universal covering groupoid, Z~, for a connected LTC r groupoid, Z, over a connected C r manifold, M. Let Z~ = Π zxlee (Z) and M~ = Π Mxe (M) . Then M~ may be regarded as a subset of 2~, and we obtain the following result. Proof. Let σ and τ be representative curves for σ/~ and r/-in Z~. If r°σ~l°τ, then we can find new representatives, σ and r, such that roσ = loτ, σ ~ σ and τ ^ τ (see [3, Ch. 3] , Then the composition, αor, is defined by α oτ(ί) = σ(t)oτ (t) Proof. Let σ~ be the unique lift of σ ge eΠ ge to Z MXβ , starting from l ββ . Then define δ(σ qe ) = σ~(l), and extend δ as a homomorphism to all of //.
